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“We need to prepare our kids for 
their future, not our past”

Daniel Pink

Author of “Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us”



About the Summit

The Design Your Career Youth Summit is a unique online conference 
exclusively dedicated to helping young people prepare for and 
navigate the increasingly competitive & volatile world of work.
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Date: Nov 2020 Location: Global Online       Cost: Free

30+ leaders from education, business and innovation will discuss 
how employment & work is being transformed by technology, 
globalization and COVID19 – and share practical, real-world 
education & career advice to help participants launch and 
sustain meaningful & financially rewarding careers.



Multiple studies forecast that 50% of today’s jobs will disappear, and few of the jobs 
that remain will be permanent as more and more work moves to project-based 
delivery.  
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Summit Background and Mission

At the same time, the digital economy is projected to unlock an additional $100 
Trillion for those who can continuously learn, design and re-design their careers 
to seize these opportunities.

At first, we wanted to help our own kids prepare for these new challenges and 
opportunities – and then our school, parent and business networks exploded 
with interest. We decided to create a platform to bring together the latest 
thinking from the worlds of education & work to help get all kids proactively 
on the path to designing their careers.

We passionately believe that with the right skills and mindsets every young 
person can carve out a successful niche for themselves in the digital 
economy. More importantly, the world needs the coming generation to be 
able to work together to find and create the solutions to our biggest social, 
economic and environmental challenges.



Students and young people at any 
stage of their education and career 
journey.

Parents who want to understand the 
emerging challenges and opportunities 
their children will face. 

Schools and Career Counsellors who 
are seeking compelling content to 
support their career programs & inspire 
their students.

Summit Audience
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30+ Speakers & Panelists
Technologists, Thought Leaders & Government
o How work and careers are being transformed, the future skills & capabilities that will be 

in demand and the emerging paths to career impact and value. 

Educators & Administrators
o The latest education innovations that inspire & motivate learners, expand and 

accelerate learning and empower life & work ready citizens. 

CEOs, CHROs, Talent Managers, Recruiters
o Advice from the employers leading the evolution of traditional careers and work.

Entrepreneurs, Venture Capitalists & Innovators
o Advice from those leading the revolution towards new careers and ways of 

working. 

Career, Life & Leadership Counsellors
o Developing the “soft” skills that will become increasingly important –

adaptability, creativity, resilience, leadership, communication, self-mastery.



Summit Content

Will robots & AI take my job?  Is job security gone?

How to prepare for jobs that don’t yet exist.

The skills, capabilities & mindsets needed to thrive.

Sustaining motivation through periods of uncertainty.
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Summit Content

How to stand out to Colleges & Employers.

What can I do now to prepare for my future?

Building confidence to face whatever job market lies 
ahead.


